
Meet George Washington And Abraham
Lincoln With Patriotic Activities For Kids
With their faces carved into Mount Rushmore and their legacies etched into
American history, George Washington and Abraham Lincoln are two of the most
iconic figures to have ever graced the United States. These great leaders played
significant roles in shaping the nation we know today, and their contributions are
celebrated every year on Presidents' Day. This holiday not only offers a break
from school and work but also presents an excellent opportunity to teach kids
about the rich history of their country. In this article, we will dive into the lives of
George Washington and Abraham Lincoln, exploring their extraordinary
achievements and suggesting fun and educational patriotic activities for kids.

The Legendary George Washington

When it comes to the founding fathers of the United States, George Washington
stands tall among them all. Born on February 22, 1732, Washington played a vital
role in the American Revolutionary War as the commander-in-chief of the
Continental Army. He later became the first President of the United States,
contributing greatly to the formation of the new nation. Teaching kids about his life
can be an exciting and informative experience.

Activity 1: Revolutionary War Dress-Up

Transport your kids back in time by organizing a Revolutionary War dress-up
activity. Encourage them to dress like soldiers from the era and teach them about
the historic battles fought during the war. Discuss the strategies used by George
Washington and his army, allowing your children to appreciate the challenges
faced by the soldiers who fought for America's independence.
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Activity 2: Presidential Trivia Challenge

Bring out your inner quiz master and engage the whole family in a presidential
trivia challenge. Compile interesting facts and questions about George
Washington's life and presidency, and put your kids' knowledge to the test. This
activity not only helps children learn about the first President but also reinforces
memory skills and critical thinking.

The Remarkable Abraham Lincoln

Abraham Lincoln, commonly known as Honest Abe, was the 16th President of the
United States. Born on February 12, 1809, Lincoln led the nation through its
darkest times during the Civil War and played a pivotal role in the eventual
abolition of slavery. Introducing kids to this monumental figure will inspire them to
value equality and justice.

Activity 3: Emancipation Proclamation Role Play
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Empower your children by organizing an Emancipation Proclamation role play.
Divide them into groups and assign each group a role from the historic event.
Encourage them to act out the roles of Abraham Lincoln, fellow politicians, or
even enslaved people. By enacting this historic moment, children will gain
empathy and a deeper understanding of the challenges faced by individuals
seeking freedom.

Activity 4: Create a Presidential Scrapbook

Let your children's creativity shine by creating a presidential scrapbook dedicated
to Abraham Lincoln. Together, collect images, facts, and quotes about the 16th
President. Encourage your kids to design and decorate each page, showcasing
the significant milestones and achievements of President Lincoln's life. This
activity reinforces research skills and allows children to express their
understanding in a visually captivating way.

George Washington and Abraham Lincoln remain iconic figures in American
history, inspiring generations with their leadership, courage, and dedication to the
values the nation holds dear. Teaching kids about these great leaders not only
helps them appreciate the sacrifices made for their freedom but also instills
essential values such as equality and justice. Through engaging activities like
Revolutionary War dress-up, presidential trivia challenges, and Emancipation
Proclamation role plays, children can actively immerse themselves in the history
of their nation. So, this Presidents' Day, take the opportunity to introduce your
kids to the legends who helped shape America, by celebrating their contributions
and partaking in educational and patriotic activities.
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Have fun introducing your beginning reader to George Washington and Abraham
Lincoln with this easy to read, parent interaction book. Great for Presidents Day
or anytime, this book includes fun facts, patriotic activities, values, internet
resources, and phonics games. Give your child anchors for learning American
History by building background knowledge about these two important presidents.
Also enjoy multi-age learning activities for the whole family! Teachers, check out
this great resource!
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